Adventure Tourism
Coalition

BC’s first Adventure Tourism Strategy is an unprecedented, collaborative effort initiated by
a coalition of 19 diverse Adventure Tourism & Public Recreation Sectors engaging with
governments and industrial user groups.
Recreation and Adventure Tourism form the cornerstone of the provincial traveler experience
that buttresses the Super, Natural British Columbia™, brand which annually helps to
contribute $18.4 billion to British Columbia’s visitor economy.
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The Adventure Tourism and Recreation Economies Alone:
Support 32,000 BC families (21,000 direct, 11,000 indirect) in
communities through all regions of the province
Propel 2,200 businesses and employment ranging from managerial
occupations, trades and technical positions, and seasonal, entry-level
employment.
Generate over $3 billion in direct annual visitor spending
Provides partnership opportunities for First Nations and rural areas in BC.

The goal of BC’s recreation sector is to have strong alignment
and Additional Benefits for BC Residents
•
Health & Well-being
•
Education
•
Stewardship
•
Backcountry Access
•
Emergency Response
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LEVER: LEVELLING
the PLAYING FIELD
for ADVENTURE
TOURISM

LEVER:

WORKING
TOGETHER for
ADVENTURE
TOURISM
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LEVER:
ENHANCE and
DIVERSIFY the
ECONOMIC
and
EMPLOYMENT
BASE

Strategic Levers to
Advancing Recreation &
Adventure Tourism in
British Columbia
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SQUAMISH

CUMBERLAND

Resource to Adventure
Transitioning to New
Opportunities for Rural BC
The Adventure Tourism sector and public
recreation are well positioned to support
communities in Rural BC as they transition
from traditional dependence on BC’s natural
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REVELSTOKE
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resource sectors.

Partnerships for Preservation
The Province of British Columbia has expressed the importance of First Nations reconciliation
and protecting wildlife habitat. Recreation will continue to be a rural socio-economic driver while
supporting the health of all species and the preservation of habitat, and building strong
relationships with Indigenous communities and Indigenous Tourism BC.
Species at Risk
There are thousands of species
currently at risk in British
Columbia.

Indigenous Tourism BC
Indigenous Tourism is the
fastest-growing segment of
tourism in British Columbia.

Environment & Education
Increasingly, visitors are seeking educational
and enriching travel opportunities.
Recreation is a key means by which local
resident travelers and visitors learn about
our province’s diverse ecosystems and
natural environment.

Environmental Stewardship
Many businesses are recognized as global leaders in
environmental stewardship and social
responsibility. These businesses help spread
awareness of the ways in which their industry can
continue to grow while minimizing any negative
impact on the communities and landscape in which
they operate.

Social Access
Adventure tourism & public recreation help to facilitate access to
the outdoors for individuals who may be unable to participate in
such experiences.
Social Emergency Response
Adventure tourism workers including fishing guides, heli/cat skiing
guides, pilots, and lodge staff are often first responders in emergency
situations. They provide essential back-country risk management and
information services.
Social General Health & Well-Being
Outdoor recreation is rejuvenating and transformative. It provides the
opportunity to participate in challenging and inspiring activities in
dramatic natural settings while fostering healthy outdoor lifestyles.

Leveling the Playing Field for Outdoor Recreation in BC

Short Term Goals
A. Forestry & Lands
Goal: Improve the policy and regulatory environment to remove impediments and increase
access for Adventure Tourism and Public Recreation. Upcoming changes to FRPA
should reflect values other than harvesting for our forests.
B. Regional Inconsistencies
Goal: To achieve harmonized management and administration for tourism, recreation, fish,
wildlife, habitat stewardship and access management across the province.
C. Understanding Socio-Economic Value of Adventure Tourism & Public Recreation
Goal: Work with communities in developing and maintaining sustainable recreation opportunities.
Provide valuation on assets such as FSRs to the residents, before decommissioning them.

2018/19 – Challenges

2018/19 – Challenges

 Understanding how the implementation of the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) will impact outdoor recreation & adventure tourism as we
adapt to a new regulatory structure and management framework.
 How will changes to the Species-at-Risk initiative impact our access to the backcountry?
Can users support the preservation of wildlife habitat and species, while maintaining
reasonable access?
 How can recreationalists manage backcountry use? In a number of areas in BC, it is clear
that the environment and experiential carrying capacity has been exceeded, Johnson Lake
and Joffre Lakes are examples.
 How do recreationalists manage the impacts of climate change, such as receding glaciers,
inconsistent snowpacks, wildfires, flooding, etc.?

Focus of the Adventure Tourism Coalition
By working in a collaborative and proactive fashion the Adventure Tourism Coalition would like to
ensure that visitors to, and residents of, British Columbia realize their expectations by maintaining and
enhancing the Super, Natural British Columbia ™ brand.

